Abstract: This paper presents an investigation on the sensitivity of frequency response of a 500 kVA, 11/0.433 kV distribution transformer with and without the presence of a winding clamping structure. Frequency response analysis (FRA) measurements of multiple test configurations were carried out with and without the presence of a winding clamping structure. Statistical analyses based on Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC), Spearman's correlation coefficient (SCC), Kendall's correlation coefficient (KCC), cross-correlation coefficient (CCF), root mean square error (RMSE), absolute sum of logarithmic error (ASLE), hypothesis test (F-test) and relative factor (RF) were applied to determine the effect of the winding clamping structure. It was found that the removal of the winding clamping structure has an impact on the frequency response signature at the frequency less than 2 kHz during offline measurement. It was found that ASLE and F-test are suitable methods that can be used to indicate the variation of frequency response caused by clamping structure removal of the distribution transformer under study.
Introduction
Frequency response analysis (FRA) is a common non-destructive testing method used by utilities to monitor the mechanical integrity of transformer windings [1] . FRA is often used to diagnose various types of windings issues such as winding deformation, displacement, buckling, tilting, short circuit of turns, clamping structure looseness and core movement [2] . FRA measurement is sensitive towards mechanical changes in the winding. Several statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have been proposed for interpretation of mechanical changes in transformer windings based on FRA. Statistical techniques such as correlation coefficient (CC), absolute sum of logarithmic error (ASLE), minimum-maximum ratio (MM) and absolute average difference (DABS) have been proposed for the interpretation purpose in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC), Spearman's correlation coefficient (SCC) and Kendall's correlation coefficient (KCC) are compared in [10] [11] [12] 
using

Methodology
Experiment Setup
The transformer under study was a 500 kVA, 11/0.433 kV distribution transformer as shown in Figure 1 . The vector type of the transformer is Delta (∆)-Wye (Y)-11. The tank was removed before the FRA measurement was carried out. Figure 1 shows the images of the transformer with and without the clamping structure. The transformer winding with the clamping structure can be seen in Figure 1a ,b. In this study, only the top clamping structure was removed as shown in Figure 1c ,d. Other elements remained unchanged and no other components had been loosened. The motivation of the study was not to simulate the damage on the clamping structure but to reduce or loosen the clamping pressure on the winding and core which can represent the condition of aged transformers. Although the winding and core clamping pressure has been loosened, a transformer may continue to operate normally. However, it is now highly vulnerable to radial and axial forces from large fault current which may physically damage the winding.
According to CIGRE WG A2/26 [19] , IEEE Std C57.149-2012 [21] and IEC 60076-18 [27] , there are 4 test connections for FRA measurement. In this study, both end-to-end open circuit and short circuit tests were conducted according to IEEE Std C57.149-2012 [21] . However, the capacitive and inductive inter-winding tests were not carried out in this study. The FRA measurement was carried out by Omicron FRANEO 800 for both high-voltage (HV) and low-voltage (LV) windings in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 2 MHz. The test configurations between the transformer and FRA analyzer for end-to-end open circuit test on HV and LV windings are shown in Figure 2a ,b. Under end-to-end open circuit test, magnetizing inductance of the core has an effect on the frequency response [28] [29] [30] [31] . On the other hand, under an end-to-end short circuit test, the effect of the mutual coupling between HV and LV windings is neutralized for frequency below 2 kHz as shown in Figure 2c . For this reason, the response at low-frequency range would be only influenced by the winding inductance, and therefore the FRA plot of the end-to-end short circuit test was expected to be similar for both the with and without clamping structure. The end-to-end open circuit response of phase R-Y HV winding was measured by injection of a 10 V AC input signal at different frequencies (20 Hz to 2 MHz) at terminal R through source cable. The response cable measured the output signal at terminal Y as shown in Figure 2a winding with the source and reference cables connected to the r terminal for measurement of the r phase while the response cable was connected to the neutral terminal as shown in Figure 2b . For an end-to-end short circuit test of the HV winding, the same connection as in the end-to-end open circuit test was applied except for LV winding terminals, which were short-circuited as shown in Figure 2c . The FRA analyzer used in this study can be seen in Figure 2d . neutral terminal as shown in Figure 2b . For an end-to-end short circuit test of the HV winding, the same connection as in the end-to-end open circuit test was applied except for LV winding terminals, which were short-circuited as shown in Figure 2c . The FRA analyzer used in this study can be seen in Figure 2d . neutral terminal as shown in Figure 2b . For an end-to-end short circuit test of the HV winding, the same connection as in the end-to-end open circuit test was applied except for LV winding terminals, which were short-circuited as shown in Figure 2c . The FRA analyzer used in this study can be seen in Figure 2d . 
Statistical Analysis
Statistical methods such as Pearson's/Spearman's/Kendall's tau/cross correlation coefficients, relative factor (RF), absolute sum of logarithmic error (ASLE), root mean square error (RMSE), hypothesis test (F-test) were used for interpretation of the changes observed in the winding structure before and after removal of the clamping structure. These methods were proposed by various standards such as Chinese standard DL/T 911, CIGRE WG A2.26, and IEEE Std C59.149-2012 [18, 19, 21] . To use the statistical methods, the frequency range of the response needs to be divided into three frequency bands: low, medium and high. The frequency range of each band considered in this study was based on measured FRA plots. On the other hand, the RF method in the Chinese standard DL/T 911 used a predefined frequency band.
Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC)
The Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) can be used to identify the linear potential association between two continuous data variables [32] . It is defined as the ratio between two set of data variables covariance (σ x,y ) and product of its individual standard deviations (ρ). PCC can be obtained based on Equation (1):
where n is the total points of the dataset variables and x i and y i are the i-th value of two dataset variables x and y. The range of CC can be from −1 to +1. If CC is −1 or +1, a good positive or negative correlation between two data variables is obtained. If the value of CC is 0, no linear correlation between the data variables is found.
Spearman's Correlation Coefficient (SCC)
The Spearman's correlation coefficient (SCC), r s computes the correlation between two ranked variables which is obtained from PCC [33, 34] . The calculation can be computed by Equation (2):
where rank(x i ) and rank(y i ) are the ranks of the selected sample. SCC can be from −1 to +1 which indicates the correlation of the absolute value of r s . The positive and negative sign indicate the direction of the variables either associated to x or y. If r s is 0 or near to 0, there is no correlation, or the correlation is weak between the two datasets. SCC can be 0, if there is no monotonic relationship between two datasets, similar to PCC. However, SCC can still be 1 if the two datasets are non-linear but monotonically related, unlike in PCC [10] .
Kendall's Tau Correlation Coefficient (KCC)
The Kendall's tau correlation coefficient (KCC) is used to compute the correlation between two variables which have independent intervals [10] [11] [12] . KCC is denoted by τ and is given by Equation (3):
where
The range of KCC correlation coefficients can be between −1 to +1. τ indicates the strength of correlation between two datasets.
Cross-Correlation Coefficient (CCF)
The cross-correlation coefficient (CCF) [31] computes the correlations between two datasets to determine the dependency between actual and predicted dataset variables. CCF can be in the range −1 to +1. CCF will be +1 for positive correlation, 0 for no correlation, and −1 for negative correlation. CCF is given by Equation (4):
where X and Y are the two dataset variables.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
It is defined as the standard deviation (SD) of the residual errors which is the measure of the differences between regression data points. RMSE should be 1 if the 2 dataset variables have a good correlation. RMSE can be determined based on Equation (5):
where N is the total number of points in two dataset variables and X(i) and Y(i) are the i-th value of the two dataset variables X and Y.
Absolute Sum of Logarithmic Error (ASLE)
ASLE compares two dataset variables in logarithmic scale which includes the property of mean square error (MSE). ASLE can be determined based on Equation (6) . The ASLE output should be close to zero if two dataset variables are similar:
where X i and Y i are the i-th value of the two dataset variables x and y.
F-Test
F-test is normally used to compare the SD of two dataset variables. The F-test performs analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the mean of two datasets. A statistical hypothesis is taken into consideration while performing the F-test [5] . Null hypothesis (H0) is the case when the variances of the two dataset samples correlate and will be one. Otherwise, alternate hypothesis (H1) is given and the variances will be close to either 1 or 0. The output depends on the specific confidence level of either 95% or 99% set by the user. The hypothesis used for the F-test is given by Equations (7) and (8): null hypothesis: σ
alternate hypothesis: σ
The ratio of variances of two dataset variables, F Value is given by Equation (9):
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Relative Factor (RF)
Relative factor method is given in Chinese standard DL/T 911 [18] . Based on the computed relative factor, the condition of the transformer can be classified according to Table 1 [33, 35] . The relative factor R xy of the two data variables X and Y can be calculated based on Equation (10): The normalization covariance factor LR XY , can be carried out based on Equations (11)- (14):
where X(k) and Y(k) are the kth values of two data variables X and Y. The frequency bands of RF method at low (R LF ), medium (R MF ) and high frequencies (R HF ) are (1 kHz-100 kHz), (100 kHz-600 kHz) and (600 kHz-1000 kHz) respectively.
Frequency Response Plot
End-to-End Open Circuit Test
The frequency response plot at terminals R-Y, Y-B, and B-R of a HV winding based on an end-to-end open circuit test connection can be seen in Figure 3a -c. Since the HV winding was delta connected, the input voltage was applied at terminal phase R and measured at terminal phase Y. Similarly, measurements were taken at terminals Y-B and B-R. At terminals R-Y, the frequency response plot magnitude of without clamping structure is slightly lower than with clamping structure at frequency less than 2 kHz as shown in Figure 3a . At terminals Y-B, the frequency response plot magnitude of without the clamping structure is lower than with clamping structure at frequency around 2 kHz as shown in Figure 3b . The same pattern as terminals R-Y is observed at terminals B-R as shown in Figure 3c . Similarly, measurements were taken at terminals Y-B and B-R. At terminals R-Y, the frequency response plot magnitude of without clamping structure is slightly lower than with clamping structure at frequency less than 2 kHz as shown in Figure 3a . At terminals Y-B, the frequency response plot magnitude of without the clamping structure is lower than with clamping structure at frequency around 2 kHz as shown in Figure 3b . The same pattern as terminals R-Y is observed at terminals B-R as shown in Figure 3c . The frequency response plot of without clamping structure is almost the same as with clamping structure under an LV end-to-end open circuit test as shown in Figure 4a -c. There is a slight deviation of response between without and with clamping structures at a frequency range between 150 Hz-1.5 kHz as shown in Figure 4a . At the same frequency range, the magnitude of that without a clamping structure is lower than that with a clamping structure, as shown in Figure 4b . The same pattern 
End-to-End Short Circuit Test
The frequency response of the equipment without clamping structure matches quite well that with clamping structure for HV winding end-to-end short circuit tests at terminals R-Y as shown in Figure 5 . Under the end-to-end short circuit test, the effect of mutual coupling between HV and LV windings is neutralized due to the fact that the LV terminal is short-circuited which leads to the same frequency responses between without and with clamping structures. The FRA responses for Y-B and B-Y phases are not shown, since both would be similar to R-Y. 
Statistical Analysis
The FRA response obtained with a clamping structure is considered as the fingerprint response or reference. The frequency responses of the 3 phases for both the LV and HV windings slightly deviate from its fingerprint responses at a low frequency band less than 2 kHz. One of the reasons for these variations is due to the difference in flux for the middle and side phases of the transformer [9] . The effect of the clamping structure is normally detected at the frequency region less than 20 kHz [17, 36, 37] .
Statistical tests such as the PCC, SCC, KCC, CCF, RMSE, ASLE, F-test and RF are conducted to examine the extent of the variations. For this purpose, only outputs from the end-to-end open circuit test is taken since there is no deviation of the frequency response between without and with clamping structure for the end-to-end short circuit test. The frequency range and sub band under study is based on measured FRA plots except for the RF method. The outputs of the PCC, SCC, KCC, CCF, RMSE, ASLE, F-test and RF are given in Tables 2-4 . For PCC, SCC and KCC, the suggested coefficient should be higher than 0.98 for a normal condition [36] . For CCF, the normal condition is defined based on a coefficient higher than 0.95 where values between 0.95 and 0.7 indicate slight deformation in the winding [31] . RMSE defines ranges between 0-3 as the normal condition [38] . The threshold for normal condition ASLE was proposed at a value less than 0.6 [36] . The F-test should be 1 for a normal condition and 0 for certain deformations of the winding structure [5] . Table 4 . Relative factors at different frequency regions/test configurations and the suggested winding condition. The coefficients of PCC and SCC indicate that there is no effect of clamping structure removal for the majority of the frequency ranges, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Only HV B-R (450 kHz-2 MHz), LV r-n (20 Hz-1.5 kHz) and LV y-n (20 Hz-1.5 kHz) indicate that there is a slight deviation in the winding. KCC shows that a slight deviation in the winding exists at high frequency range (450 kHz-2 MHz). For CCF, most of the values show no deviation in the winding except for HV B-R (450 kHz-2 MHz). RMSE indicates the normal condition for both HV and LV windings. It is known that RMSE underestimates the frequency variations especially in the low frequency regions [39] . Loose connections in the measuring instrument can contribute to the variation of the frequency responses [8] . In addition, noises due to the connection cables and difference in grounding systems can also affect the frequency responses [4, 21] . These factors could be the possible reasons for the frequency response variations computed by PCC, SCC, KCC and CCF.
Test Configuration
Considering these factors, ASLE is quite a promising approach to determine the effect of clamping structure based on the frequency responses measurement. ASLE estimates the correlation of two dataset variables based on similarity in shapes and not magnitudes. The coefficients for ASLE is highest for the low frequency region followed by medium and high frequency regions for both HV and LV windings. It is also found that an existing ASLE limit of 0.6 may not be practical in the current study. Therefore, new ASLE limits are suggested for HV and LV windings which are 1.37 and 0.66, respectively. These limits are proposed based on the lowest coefficients of the low-frequency region (20 Hz-1.5/2 kHz) for both HV and LV windings. However, in order to draw any conclusion on the proposed limits, it can be validated based on the frequency response measurements of other transformers with similar or different types of faults.
The values of the F-test at the low-frequency region are closer to 0 for both HV and LV windings. This signifies changes in the mechanical structure of the winding. Based on the case study, the statistical analyses reveal that ASLE and F-tests are the most sensitive approaches that can be used to detect mechanical changes in the windings related to clamping structure.
There is no effect of clamping structure removal based on the RF method. The relative factor R xy is 10 for all phases, as shown in Table 4 . This complies with the condition of R LF ≥ 2.0, R MF ≥ 1.0 and R HF ≥ 0.6 as in Table 1 which suggests that the winding is in a normal condition. This is true since the RF method is only accurate for winding damage analyses and not faulty core or clamping structure.
Conclusions
The study indicates that the frequency responses of the transformer winding without clamping structure has variations at a frequency less than 2 kHz under an end-to-end open circuit test for both HV and LV windings. Under a end-to-end short circuit test, the frequency response of the without a clamping structure has no variation as compared to that with a clamping structure. Statistical methods such as PCC, SCC, KCC, CCF, RMSE and RF methods are not sensitive to indicate frequency response variation caused by removal of the clamping structure based on the case study. Only the ASLE and F-tests are sensitive enough to indicate changes in the winding that are caused by the clamping structure. For the ASLE method, updated threshold limits of 1.37 and 0.66 are proposed for HV and LV windings. However, further validation on the threshold limits will be carried out in future for transformers with a similar condition or different types of faults. The outcome of the study can assist engineers and technical personnel to interpret winding conditions, especially for aged transformers.
